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Abstract. A need for new paradigms has emerged for the construction of IS models based 
on the concept of reuse. The aim of this paper is to present a methodology that adopts the 
type information obtained from existing software structures to the development of new data 
and process models. A formalism and methodology are presented that advocate model reuse 
in terms of both data and process modelling viewpoints. By providing entity affinity sets 
and synonym function, an effective way of mapping a reusable data model to its 
corresponding process model can be achieved. Additionally, examples are presented whose 
objective is to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed techniques. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

An early reuse of requirements and specifications may improve the productivity of new 
software systems [2], [3], [9], since early decisions for reuse recognise existing 
mappings from those concepts of design alternatives. This facilitates both effective 
design of new software systems and management of existing systems by addressing the 
reuse of requirement and conceptual models [2], [7], [8]. Such an orientation of reuse is 
often referred to as "wide reuse" [3]. In addition research results, such as REDO [5], 
GIST [1], Objectwork [13], present examples of the use of domain sensitive techniques. 
Significant benefits expected from an early reuse have been pointed in [14]. In line with 
the optimistic views in [14], this paper observes the potential of reuse on information 
systems from two properties: (a) the perceived benefits of reuse can be expected during 
requirement modelling stages so that earlier assistance can be provided in the 
development of lifecycle and (b) specifications tend to be more easily understood and 
reused than design components, since they are represented using structured development 
notions (e.g. data flow diagrams, entity life histories, etc.). This paper restricts research 
concerns on reuse within the range of  information systems and their related 
environments. Conventional techniques used for reuse will also be revised to make 
them suitable for the business models where reuse activities are defined. 

I . I  Problems of Reusable Component Construction 

In [4] some factors were pointed out that software engineers should take into account in 
designing the potentially reusable systems from the following viewpointsI: ability to 

1Cognitive aspects of the inhibiting factors have not been fully exploited in [3]. For 
more detail, refer to [14] 
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represent knowledge about software; ability to express controlled degree of abstraction; 
ability to create partial specifications; ability to allow flexible coupling between 
instances of designs. A discipline for the structuring of reusable knowledge is strongly 
required because development fragments obtained from various application systems tend 
to differ from each other. One typical problem is to name and classify the reusable 
components for mapping and linking to the related applications. One cannot 
comprehend the potential of the components by simply referring to the component's 
name. More relevant information such as semantic relations, that explain semantic 
meaning of the components would be helpful. The ability to express some degree of 
abstraction, i.e. genericity, is also an important factor to be considered for the reusable 
model. In modelling an information system, data generalisation has not been properly 
dealt with in the reuse of conceptual modelling. As an attempt to provide abstract 
representations for data models, some research [7], [13] has adopted a variety of 
composition and abstraction techniques including component composition, component 
abstraction, and genericity. Coupled to the demand for abstract representation of the 
model, generic representations have also been studied. Genericity means 
parameterisation of software components which serves as a specification for data types 
in making new components. 

In this paper, we will address the first two issues, i.e. representing reusable information 
and controlling the level of abstraction in model representation. The last two factors 
that are related to partial specifications and component coupling, are much more 
cognitive intensive areas and are beyond the scope of this paper. 

1 . 2  Related W o r k s  

Models and methods supporting the development of reusable components have been 
defined for both software components [10] and conceptual specification [7], [8]. In [8] 
methods and techniques for the reuse of object-oriented specifications were suggested. 
Behavioural components, in that approach, are described by use of two generic modules, 
called a generic resource and meta class and generic process class. Both generic classes 
are constructed from a set of similar application dependent process specifications, 
factoring out their common behaviour. One advantageous factor in the approach is to 
utilise semantic mapping functions that infers corresponding synonyms from the entity 
dictionary. However, because this approach deals with information defined in the entity 
domain of synonyms, its efficient application in process description is debatable. 
Furthermore, it lacks a semantic definition of abstract mapping of process classes. A 
similar effort has been made in developing a wide reuse support system, the IDeA [12]. 
In this, common representations of reusable knowledge have been provided based on a 
data type hierarchy. By introducing type constraint variables, selections on data types 
are made at the different levels of abstraction. However, the reusable components 
considered in [12] form a rather simple structure. The data structure the IDeA can deal 
with is a set of enumerative data. Complex notions of data (e.g. complex object or 
entity clusters) are not adequately supported. 
Our aim is to show equivalence relations for data and process related models that can be 
easily understood, and to give a more clear view of reusing the models based on the 
behaviour of hierarchical type systems. Thus, this paper will approach both the 
structural and semantic representation problems that [8] and [12] have overlooked. 
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1.3 Basic Assumptions and Overview 

The aim of this paper is to develop a methodology that adopts the type information 
obtained from existing software structures to the development of new data and process 
models. A collection of techniques and formalisms will be integrated into a uniform 
view of conceptual modelling. To this end, the paper identifies the factors that facilitate 
the use of type information for reuse. Due to the fact that information systems make 
use of data models and process models, we provide assumptions on the two models and 
the mapping function that facilitates the reuse of the data model. The main concerns of 
the data model presented in this paper is to examine abstract relations of data models on 
the semantic level from the viewpoint of reuse. Thus, reuse concerns should be of the 
reuse of: data model components and the process descriptions that access the data model 

The conceptual modelling paradigm of TEMPORA [15] has been chosen as a target data 
model, since TEMPORA supports well known ER-based representation for data model 
with enhanced features such as complex, temporal, and hierarchical representations and 
its process model is closely related to the data model. 

Polymorphic functions use type variables, which can be assigned particular type values, 
to represent relationships between different instances of data types. We assume that 
process descriptions with regard to the data models should be polymorphic in the sense 
that they can be applied to a variety of specific data types. The polymorphic 
descriptions need to be type-checked to be applied with the individual applications of 
the polymorphic descriptions later in the integration stages. Type checking and 
inference make it possible to propagate design information from a context that is 
established by the user specifications. This will reduce the burden on the user of 
supplying complete specifications, since the missing details can be found while 
performing the type checking. The main use of mapping functions considered in this 
paper will be the selection of reusable data models. For this purpose, we introduce a 
semantic relation called affinity relation that defines a degree of similarities between 
objects 2. Two types of affinity relation are allowed between a pair of objects: an 
overlap relation and an equivalent relation. A component pair belongs to the overlap 
relation if property sets of the two components are overlapping; and a component pair 
belongs to the equivalent relation if property sets of the two components are identical 
in terms of affinity data sets. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 
presents the groundwork for entity types and type hierarchy that will facilitate the 
representation of ISA relations shown in a TEMPORA data model. In sections 3 and 4, 
structuring the data model and process model are discussed respectively. Finally section 
5, gives a summary and discusses future research directions. 

2 Types and Subtypes in Data Models 

Coupled to the demands for the representational flexibility, a concise way of 
understanding the semantic information is also needed. As preparatory steps for the 
proposed paradigm this section introduces a concept of entity types and type hierarchy 
that can support flexible representation of the data and process models for reuse. 

2 In this paper information on affinity sets is obtained from the analysis of type 
structure from the components. This way of obtaining semantic information differes 
from [7],[8]. 
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2.1 Simple Hierarchic Relation 

A canonical, but rather intuitive definition for data types as advocated in [6], is that a 
data type is a categorisation of objects according to their usage and behaviour. In an 
information systems modelling paradigm, such as TEMPORA, perception of data types 
is rather complex. In order to define a type of entity sets with regard to their 
corresponding value and relationships, we take into account all properties and present 
the entity set as a record. Each instance of ERT is considered as a stream of data, called 
an ERT record. The ERT record is a finite association of values to labels made by 
composite operators. The labels belong to separate simple entity domains, i.e. the 
value, the relationship, the cardinality and time stamp class. To make the idea clear we 
introduce the following syntactic notation for the ERT record type: 
T := BaseTypel (e I : T 1 and ... and e n : T n) IBaseType:= Val;Rel;Card 

V := Const ] Var ] ( e I : V 1 and ... and e n : V n ) ] V.e 

Type T contains base types including Val, Rel, Card which represent the type of three 
classes; the value, the relationship, the cardinality, respectively. Each element in 
BaseType consists of the following: 
Val := integer 1 real I boolean [ string <length> 
Rel := characters 
Card := (integer, integer) 

Value V includes constants Const, variables Var, and constructors and selectors for 
ERT record types. The record constructor is (e I:V and ... and en:Vn), while V.e returns 
the value part of V, if its label is e and fails otherwise. As an example of record-based 
representation of ERT model, consider the following ERT diagram in figure 1. The 
ERT model shown in figure 1 has corresponding record structure as follows: 

Employee = (has; Address; (1,1) and has; ProjNo; (1,1) and has; Salary; (1,1)) 

In its record expression, types are assigned to all subcomponents that constitute an 
entity. By using the subcomponent sets, an entity component can have one or more 
types. For this purpose, we write e: t (meaning entity component e has type x). The 
type of an entity is defined by the following definition. 

= 1.~ Address 

]-1 ~ 

Figure 1. Example Employee ERT 

Definition 1 Let an attributev be v r [Val, Card, Rel}, and an attribute t y p e ,  ] 
x ~ {val_type, card_type, tel type}. If v 1 : x 1 .. v n :x n then a ERT record (e 1 : vb~ 
,... ;en: Vn) has an ERT type (e 1 : v l ;... ;ell: v ,  ) : ( e 1 : x 1 ..... e n : x ,  ) 

For example, definition 1 enables an ERT record to have a entity type according to the 
types of component sets. For example, Employ has a type 

Employee: (Rel:char; Vahstring; Card:(int,int)) 
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A subtype relation on ERT can be viewed as follows: consider some ERT classes 
Goods, Furniture, and Desk with the following value classes: 

Object = (has;product._year) 
Goods = (has;productyear and has;price) 
Furniture = (has;productyear and has;price and has;material) 
Desk = (has;product_year and has;price and has;material and has;colour) 

Intuitively, we know that the entities Furniture and Desk belong to Object, and Desk 
belongs to Furniture. Then, Desk is called a subtype of the entities Furniture and 
Goods; Furniture is a subtype of Goods, etc. This subtype relation is denoted by < 
relations. In relation to the subtype definition above, the following rule 1 denotes the 
ordering relation of subtypes. 

Rule 1 Given entity set e i E {E} and component types x i ~ {Val, Card, Rel}, where 

1_< i < n+m, iff "c 1 < "c2., .., x m < x n ~en (el!~ 1 .. . .  en+m:Xn+ m) < (el:x 1 . . . .  en:Xn) 

Based on rule 1 the following relations hold: 
Desk < Furniture 
Furniture < Object 

When a schema deals with objects of many different related types, subtyping allows 
concise way of  representing similar data objects by allowing the model only on the 
maximum type. The related objects then inherit structural properties from their parent 
(or super- ) class. For example, consider the following example 

Furniture = (has;product_year and has;price and has;material) 
Householder = (has;name, has;address; has:Furniture) 

Intuitively, the relation of Furniture and House_holder indicates that Furniture has been 
used in describing the part of House holder as as a subtype. A type system that allows 
the notion of subtyping is called hierarchical. The relations defined in hierarchical 
ordering is defined by the following definition. 

I Rule 2 Given entity set ei ~ {l~.} and component types xi ~ {Val, Card, Rel}, where I 

1_< i < n, iff.x i < x i then (el:x 1 , ..ei:xi.., en!Xn) < ( e l :Xl  ,..ei:xi'.., en:X n) 

Thus, by rule 2 the following relation also holds. 
Householder < Furniture 

One important feature of the hierarchical type relation is the existence of easy and 
intuitive semantics for the subtype relation. If a type is seen as a set, a subtype can be 
seen as a subset of another type. This is the way in which subtypes are usually 
informally explained. 

2.2 The Use of Subtyping in Process Description 

In TEMPORA, a process is an abstraction of a business activity. It performs some 
identifiable task in the information system. It is a series of steps or operations towards 
a desired result or product, and can denote anything from a vague activity taking place 
in an organisation to a simple hardware related activity. In order to facilitate reuse of 
process definition we need to define types for functions that include entities with types 
as their input and output arguments. A function is called meaningful if the function's 
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argument are defined with regard to the type. This property of a function is represented 
by the following two rules: 

J Rule 3 Given entity types x, x', a e {Val, Card, Rel}, and process f, if f: ~r---> x and] 
a: c then f(a) is meaningful, and f(a):x I 

Rule 4 Given entity types x, x', a,  ~' e {Val, Card, Rel}, and process f, if f: cr--> x I 
and a:ff, where if' < ff then f(a) is meaningful, and f(a):x I 

The conventional subclass relation is usually defined on entities in which functions 
take as inputs and returns as outputs. Cardelli's subtype relation also extends naturally 
function types. Consider for given entity relation 

Employee < Person where, 
Employee (has;name and has address has;id_namber) 

the funclJonfind_employee that returns Employee according to its attribute id_number. 
find_employee: id_number --> Employee 

One may notice thatfind_employee returns entity Employee, as well as entity Persons, 
since all Employee valued functions are also Person valued function. That is, 

x --> Employee < x ---> Person because Employee < Person 

In general, given any function f: a--> x from domain ff to its codomain x, we can 
always consider it as a function from some similar domain ~' ~ ~ to some bigger 
codomain x' _ x as shown in function find_employee. For this purpose, the following 
rule is given for the function with the parameter that has a subtyping relation. 

Rule 5 Given entity types x, x', ~, ~' e {Val, Card, Roll, and process f, if ~' < ~ and[ 
x < x' then cr-->x < ~'--->x' 

One important implication of rule 5 is the use of a polymorphic function. As 
mentioned earlier, the polymorphic function uses type variables. Consider the 
following definition of a polymorphic function CheckMale. 

SexType = (male:object or female:object) 
Person = (name:string and age:int and sex:SexType) 
CheckMale : Person ---> Bool 
CheckMale(pers:Person) ::= if (pers.Sex = male) then True else False 

Although specified as operating on value of type Person, the function CheckMale could 
be applied, as defined, also to every entity with at least the name:string and 
sex:SexType fields, where SexType should be a union type with at most the 
male:object and the female:object fields. In a system with subtyping this can be 
expressed precisely associating the type: 

(name:string and sex:SexType) ---> Bool to this function. 

The property of a polymorphic function, like CheckMale, which allows it to operate on 
values of many different record type is called inclusion polymorphism as the exact set 
of types of the function can be characterised in a hierarchical type system. 

3 Data Model Reuse with Type Information 

In this section the structure of entity objects is introduced on the basis of the ER 
modelling concept. The reusable object considered in this paper consists of  two 
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components: a generic entity class, and generic process class definition. A generic 
entity class explains characteristics of information and agents in a generic form. A 
generic process class defines interactions between different resources in common 
procedure 

3.1 Generic Entity Classes 

According to [15], objects can be complex, i.e. their properties can refer to other 
objects, or can have a complex domain, defined as a set/list of simple domain. Let C 
and C' be two object classes that are defined in the two domains Dom(C), Dom(C') 
respectively: 

Dom(C) = d 1 x d 2 x ... x d n 
Dom(C') = d' 1 x d' 2 • ... x d' n 

Given two classes C, C', an inheritance hierarchy qJ = (G~E) is defined as a directed 
acyclic graph with a class set C, where C, C' ~ G, and a set of edges E labelled "IS-A" 
relation. There is a path from C to C' i n ,  written C --->C', if either C = C' or there 
exists a class C" ~ G with a path C ---> C' in W. The degree of path D(C,C') with 
starting class C and ending class C" is the length of the longest path in W from C to 
C'. The affinity set A(C) in the inheritance hierarchy W is defined as a set of classes 
which satisfies the relation, 

A(C) = {CilC c_Ci} 

The affinity set contains all reachable data types within a single inheritance hierarchy. 
The affinity of data type is grouped together to form the set which includes different 
reachable cases from different elements. Within an affinity set, the ordering relation <_ 
holds only between an element set and an affinity set. For example, in figure 1, the 
following ordering relation holds: 

{Lecmrex} < {Academic_Staff} 
{ CourseWork_Student } _< { Student } 

Academic_Staff[ 

I I Student [ 

Figure 2. Hierarchy diagram for academic staff and student 

However, the relation does not hold among the elements that share the same parent in 
the affinity set. For example, Academic_Staff shown in figure 1 has an element set: 

{Lecturer, Senior_Lecturer, Professor} 
In this affinity set, the relations such as 

{Lecture} _< {Professor} or {Professor} < {Lecture} 
do not hold. Such relations are called incompatible. Given two entities C, C', in the 
inheritance hierarchy W, the incompatible relation I(C,C') is defined as follows: I(C,C') 
returns true if C, C' are siblings, i.e. C and C' share the same parent node and the 
degree of path is the same, otherwise false. 
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Here, we present two kinds of affinity sets: a data affinity and name affinity sets. A 
data affinity set contains common data that are collected from two different entity 
affinity sets. A name affinity set provides possible synonyms that are deduced from two 
different entity affinity sets. Given two entities C, C', in the inheritance hierarchy W, 
the data affinity set, DA(C,C') is defined as follows: 

DA(C,C') = A(C) n (C') 
where, the subset term indicates the common entities that belong to both closure sets, 
thus explains commonalties for both sets. 
The abstract mapping of two entity names, en, en', is the function q) defined as 
follows: 

q)(en,en') = if syn(en,en') then en 
else if Syn(en,en") ^ Syn(en',en") then en" else _L 

where syn(en,en') denotes a synonym function that finds corresponding synonyms from 
the entity dictionary in the component repository, and the symbol _1_ denotes 
"undefined". 

For arbitrary domains d, d', the mapping function q~ defines the abstract mapping of two 
domains d,d', denoted as q)(d,dS, as follows: 

q)(d,d') = if d, d' are pre-defined scalar domains then d c~ d' 
else if GA(d,d') ~ { } and I(d,d') then d else _1_ 

As an example of the affinity sets explained above, consider the ER diagram shown in 
figure 3 which shows the data model representing student-lecturer relations used in 
college admission systems. Based on it the following affinity sets can be obtained: 
A(UCCA_Candidate)= {UCCA_Candidate,Non_UCCA_Candidate,Research_ Candidate } 
A(Student) = {CourseWork_Student, Research_Student} 
The next stage is to determine a synonym set. The synonym set can be extracted from 
the analysis of relationship names and the overall context from the ERT diagram. For 
example, it is likely to happen that Research Candidate contains a possibility to 
become Research Student. Thus, we considerboth to be in the same synonym set. 
Also, ISA relationship provides another opportunity for constructing the synonym set. 
For example, Candidate can be used as a synonym for both Research Student, and 
UCCA Student and possibly more. However, Research Student can nott~e a synonym 
of UCCA Student or vice versa. The followings are examples of synonym sets 
obtained from figure 3. 

Syn_set 1 : 
Syn set 2 : 
Syn_set 3 : 
Syn_set 4 : 
Syn_set 5 : 

{Candidate, Research_Candidate, Research_Student, Student} 
{ Candidate, UCCA_Candidate, Student } 
{Candidate. Non_UCCA_Candidate, Student} 
{Lecturer, Supervisor, Admission_Tutor, Academic_Staff} 
{Course_Work, Student_Module} 

Based on the above observation, we can obtain the following mapping function q). 
S yn(Research_Candidate, UCCA_Candidate) = { Candidate, Student } 
Syn(Course_Work, lecture) = { } 
q~Research_Candidate, UCCA_Candidate) = { Candidate } 

The data affinity set and synonym set are used to build simplified ERT models that 
exhibits abstract mechanisms for future reuse. As a result we can obtain a generic ERT 
diagram shown in figure 4. 
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4 Process  Mode l  Reuse  with Type In format ion  

In most modelling paradigms, such as TEMPORA, behavioural aspects of an 
application domain are captured and represented by process models. The behavioural 
aspects involve representing functions or processes, external agents, events that invoke 
the various processes, and inputs and outputs of the process. In TEMPORA, a process 
model is expressed in the process description language, called PLL. It creates flows 
which are the means of interaction with other processes described in the process 
diagram, called PID, or with external agents and the ERT. Figure 5 presents an example 
of PID, which accesses and changes entity sets shown in figure 4. 

[Candidate[ 
Figure 3. Student-Lecture ERT diagram 

The processes appeared in the PID shown in figure 5 can be referred to by relating the 
process names with their corresponding input and output entities. The following is an 
example of processes defined in the above diagram. 

P2 make_decision : Research_Student, Supervisor ---)Bool 
P5 report_vacances : UCCACandidate --~ Admission_Tutor 
P6 arrange_interview : UCCACandidate ---> UCCA_Candidate 

4.1 Generic Process Class 

In section 1 the importance of some features, i.e. abstraction, genericity, has been 
addresses in designing the reusable process model. A process model can form the 
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generic process component that is extracted from a set of similar application-dependent 
process specifications by factoring out their common arguments. Before introducing the 
refinement steps for the generic process components, some definitions of a generic 
process class and its related functions are presented. 

Let E = {e I ..... em} and E' = {e' 1 ... . .  e'n} be the set of generic entities identified in 
the previous section. Then, the corresponding generic process classes, p, p' ,  are 
characterised by the similarity of related entities, called data affinity set. The data 
affinity set DA = {d 1 ..... dq}, is defined as follows, 

Vd i e DA, qe i e E, e' i e E' ] d i = tp(e i, e' i) 

V [1;1) 

I C.nd' 'o I 
Figure 4. Genetic Student-Lecture ERT diagram 

Supervisor [ 

(1:I~ 

For the abstract mapping of two processes p, p', defined in entity domains, Dom(E), 
Dom(E'), where e e Dora(E) and e' e Dom(E'), mapping function tp is defined as 
follows, with respect to input entities ein, e'in and output entities eout, e'out: 

tp(p,p~ = if (d= tp(e,e') ^ 9(ein, e'in) ^ tP(eout, e'out) ) 
then  the generic function of p is definable 
e l se  _L 

There may exist more than one generic function that explain subject processes p, p', 
according to the required abstraction level. Mapping function q~ only examines the 
possibility of the generic function. On deciding the mapping function, two co- 
ordination arguments are considered compatible if: they involve compatible arguments 
and they are the same type. 
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e,~,~,~ [ 1  Admission [ 

Figure 5. The PID for University Admission 

Each of the two conditions above leads to the following relations.Overlap relation in 
which, the argument sets belonging to the same data affinity set, i.e. overlap entity 
sets, can be substituted to each other. Equivalent relation in which, the synonyms of 
arguments names belonging to the same synonym set can be substituted to each other. 

In order to present the steps for the construction of generic process models, consider the 
description of P1. 

specification arrange_interview 
sort UCCA_Candidate, Date, Place 
operation 
send_mail(__): UCCA_Candidate ~ UCCA_Candidate 
variables UC : UCCA_Candidate; IR: Interview_Room; 

ID: Interview_Date 
body 
Send_maih 
If UCCA_Candidate(DA) and UCCA_Candidate(DA) = "accepted" 
Then Chech_availability(Interview_Room(IR), Interview_Date(ID)) and 

Post(DA.Address) 
end specification 

Process P6 checks the decision status for UCCA Candidate and availability of the 
interview room on a certain date first, then send a letter to UCCA Candidate. On the 
basis of the process description P6, a data type for the generic description of P6, 
denoted as, Arrange_meeting, can be established. 

Arrange_meeting : Candidate ~s Candidate 

Since we have identified the synonym set of UCCA_Candidate from the generic 
Student-Lecturer ERT model, 

Syn(UCCA_Candidate) = (Candidate, UCCA_Candidate, Student} 

Both UCCA Candidate and Candidate are defined in the same domain, Candidate, and 
this enablesthe other member entity, Student, to be in the overlap relation with 
UCCA CAndidate and Candidate. That is, the generic function may have either 
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Candidate or Student as its argument. To facilitate this idea, we introduce separate 
descriptions of overlap arguments and their body, which are denoted as Attendee_type 
and Arrange_ meeting, respectively. 
component specification Attendee_type 

s o r t Person 
operations 

Student: Person; Employee: Person; 
Candidate: Person; personal_details: Person ---> String 

body 
personal_details(content omitted...) 

end specification 
component specification Arrange_meeting 

sort Attendee, Date, Place 
operation 
send_notice(_): Attendee ~ Attendee 
variables A1 : Attendee; Interview_Room : Place; 

Interview_Date : Date 
body  
Send_notice: If Attendee(A1) and Attende2(A1) = "accepted" 

Then Chech_availability(Interview_Room, Interview_Date) 
end specification 

By use of the two specifications, Arrange_meeting and Attendee_type, process P6 is 
reconstructed as P6' that contains explicit sub-specification. 

component specification P6'  
compose Arrange_meeting with Attendee_type 
using Candidate for Attendee 
end specification 

5 Concluding Remarks 

The technical motivations presented in this paper have been from the work in [8] that 
addressed the behavioural specification of conceptual models. In comparison to the 
model shown in [8], the proposed paradigm explains in a more immediate way some 
property of hierarchical type systems that are oriented to specification reuse. This is 
achieved by pointing out the distinction between the domain of a type and the domain 
partitioned by the associated equivalence relations. The proposed paradigm supports the 
application engineer in the analysis of existing conceptual models and in the extraction 
of reusable components. Major contribution of this paper consists in the definition of 
techniques for the reuse of data and process components, and in the representation of 
polymorphism in the reusable repository. As addressed in [10], [14], reuse technology 
can take some advantages of emerging CASE technologies whose successful uptake 
will result in organisation-wide repository of potentially reusable specifications. 
Existing CASE environments have largely ignored the potential of specification- and 
design-level reuse. More research is needed in the area of the CASE environment and its 
integration into the CASE environment in order to utilise development experiences by 
providing the organisation-wide repository of reusable components. 
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